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“Things have to change... but how do we begin?... Speaking out, and bringing awareness to the abuse that is happening.”

-Mckayla Maroney
Former Olympic Gymnast
No Excuse for Abuse
84% Low self-esteem
Drug Abuse
480

12% Physical

4% Sexual
Age of Reason
Birth – Five
NO X CUSE

FOR ABUSE
“I learned that there is absolutely no excuse for abuse and we should not allow it.”
-Tyler, 5th grader at Westside Catholic

“I learned what is right and wrong and it was fun!!”
-Claire, 2nd grader at Westside Catholic
ACT Cards

Plan of ACTion
What steps do I take?

"ACT"

Abuse recognition
Contact trusted adult
Talk to authorities

Who can you contact?
(With a trusted adult)
Local Authorities: 911
Holly's House: 812-437-7233
Indiana Child Abuse & Neglect Hotline 1-800-800-5556

Stickers
The Impact

1. Proactive
2. Creates standards of abuse
3. Entitles children to a voice
Finances

Service Hours

Toolkits: $53

Grant
Help us,
Help Them